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Since the introduction of Alternating-time Temporal Logic (AT L), many logics have been proposed to
reason about different strategic capabilities of the agents of a system. In particular, some logics have
been designed to reason about the uniform memoryless strategies of such agents. These strategies
are the ones the agents can effectively play by only looking at what they observe from the current
state. AT Lir can be seen as the core logic to reason about such uniform strategies. Nevertheless, its
model-checking problem is difficult—it requires a polynomial number of calls to an NP oracle—, and
practical algorithms to solve it appeared only recently.
This paper proposes a technique for model checking uniform memoryless strategies. Existing
techniques build the strategies from the states of interest—such as the initial states—through a forward
traversal of the system. On the other hand, the proposed approach builds the winning strategies from
the target states through a backward traversal, making sure that only uniform strategies are explored.
Nevertheless, building the strategies from the ground up limits its applicability to constrained reachability objectives only. This paper describes the approach in details and compares it experimentally
with existing approaches implemented into a BDD-based framework. These experiments show that
the technique is competitive on the cases it can handle.

1

Introduction

Alternating-time Temporal Logic (AT L) is one of the main logics to reason about strategies of the agents
of a system [1]. Since its introduction 20 years ago, many extensions have been proposed, such as
logics for reasoning about uniform strategies that agents with a partial view of the system can effectively
play [18]. Unfortunately, extending AT L for reasoning about uniform strategies with perfect recall yields
an undecidable model-checking problem [15]. The problem can be made decidable by restricting it in
several ways, such as considering hierarchical multi-player games [20, 3], or restricting the agents to
communicate publicly [22, 2].
Nevertheless, these restrictions still yield very difficult model-checking problems (EXPTIME-complete
and harder). On the other hand, restricting to uniform memoryless strategies—i.e., strategies that the agents
can play by looking at what they observe from the current state—results in a ∆P2 -complete problem1 [17].
In this context, AT Lir [24] can be viewed as the minimal core logic that reasons about uniform memoryless
strategies. It can be used, for instance, to reason about the strategies of multi-agent programs [14].
To illustrate the problems and techniques this paper discusses, we will use the example of a card game
proposed by Jamroga and van der Hoek [18]. The game is played with three cards A, K and Q, between a
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player and a dealer. A wins over K, K wins over Q, and Q wins over A. First, the dealer gives one card to
the player, keeps one and leaves the last one on table, face down. Then the player can keep his card or
swap it with the one on the table. Finally, the player wins if his card wins over the dealer’s.
In this example, we can ask if there is a strategy for the player to win. AT L considers that the player
sees all the cards. In this case, he has a winning strategy as he can keep his card when he is already
winning and swap it otherwise. This semantics is counterintuitive as the player can choose different
actions in situations he cannot distinguish—for instance, keeping the A when the dealer has the K, and
swapping it if the dealer has the Q. On the other hand, AT Lir considers uniform memoryless strategies
only. Under this semantics, the player has no winning strategy as he would need to swap his card when he
has the K and the dealer the A, while keeping it if the dealer has the Q. In this example, AT Lir provides a
more natural framework to reason about the strategies of the player as he cannot observe the dealer’s card.
While AT Lir has been studied extensively, symbolic algorithms to solve its model-checking problem
appeared only recently [11, 10, 21, 16]. The first solution proposed by Busard et al. enumerates and
checks all uniform strategies of the agents to find a winning one [9, 11]. It has been shown to be highly
ineffective compared to other solutions [10], so this paper does not consider it further.
The second approach proposed by Busard et al. is based on the idea of partial strategies, that is,
strategies that are defined only for states that matter [10]. From a given subset of states of interest—such
as the initial states—, we can compute the partial strategies that are needed to determine whether there
exists a winning uniform strategy for a given objective. These partial strategies are built by alternating
between computing the moves reached from the current partial strategy and splitting these new moves into
uniform subsets. When the adequate partial strategies are generated, they can be checked for the objective
with fixpoint computations. In the sequel, this solution is called the partial approach.
To make the approach more efficient in practice, Busard et al. proposed two optimizations. First, as
different partial strategies cover different overlapping subsets of states, sub-formulas are re-evaluated
again and again, for each strategy. To avoid recomputing the truth value of sub-formulas, the results are
cached. The second optimization is early termination. It keeps track of the states of interest for which a
winning strategy has already been found, and stops the process as soon as no states remain.
Pilecki et al. went further on the idea of partial strategies by showing that we do not need to determine
a partial strategy in all states that matter before concluding [21]. During the process of discovering all
these states that matter from the states of interest, we can check whether all extensions of the current
partial strategy are winning or not, and stop if it is the case.
This idea can be improved further by also checking whether there exists a winning general (not
necessarily uniform) strategy extending the current one. If this is not the case, then there exists no such
uniform strategy, and we can stop extending the current strategy and explore other choices. Caching and
early termination can also be applied. In the sequel, this solution is called the early approach.
Finally, Huang and van der Meyden proposed to solve the model-checking problem by deriving, from
the system under consideration, a new model where the uniform strategies of the agents are encoded into
the derived states [16]. Then we can compute the set of all winning uniform strategies by performing
fixpoint computations on the derived model. In the sequel, this solution is called the symbolic approach.
These approaches can be improved with pre-filtering, a technique that reduces the number of strategies
to consider [9, 11]. If some move does not belong to a winning general strategy, then it cannot belong to a
uniform winning one. Furthermore, computing these losing moves can be done efficiently. Thus we can
pre-compute these losing moves and ignore them when generating and checking strategies.
The partial and early approaches benefit from pre-filtering by ignoring losing moves when they build
partial strategies. The symbolic approach ignores losing moves when encoding the uniform strategies in
the states of the derived model, reducing their number.
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Finally, the partial and early approaches can be implemented in a semi-symbolic framework in which
the strategies are represented with binary decision diagrams (BDDs [7]), and checked symbolically using
fixpoint computations. On the other hand, the symbolic approach fits a fully symbolic framework as the
derived model can be encoded with BDDs and directly checked with similar fixpoint computations.
The objective of this paper is to describe a new approach—the backward approach—and to compare
it with the existing ones. The partial and early approaches enumerate the uniform BDD-encoded strategies
through a forward traversal of the system, starting from the states of interest. The symbolic approach
computes these winning uniform strategies through a fully symbolic backward traversal of the system.
On the other hand, the proposed backward approach explicitly enumerates the BDD-encoded strategies
through a backward traversal from the target states. Unfortunately, this idea of computing the winning
strategies from the target states is only applicable to constrained reachability objectives. These objectives
deal with the existence of strategies that reach some particular states in a finite number of steps, potentially
through some other particular states. For instance, winning the card game is a reachability objective.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, Section 2 reminds the syntax and semantics
of AT Lir . Section 3 describes the backward approach and Section 4 compares it with the existing symbolic
approaches. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2

Alternating-time Temporal Logic with Uniform Strategies

AT Lir formulas are composed of atomic propositions, the standard Boolean operators, and the AT L
strategic operators. More precisely, AT Lir formulas follow this grammar:
φ ∶∶= true ∣ p ∣ ¬φ ∣ φ ∨ φ ∣ ⟪Γ⟫ ψ

ψ ∶∶= X φ ∣ φ U φ ∣ φ W φ

where p is an atomic proposition of a set AP and Γ is a subset of a set of agents Ag. The other standard
Boolean operators (φ ∧ φ , φ Ô⇒ φ , φ ⇐⇒ φ ), and AT L operators (JΓK ψ, G φ , F φ ) can be defined in
terms of these ones.
AT Lir formulas are interpreted over the states of imperfect information concurrent game structures
(iCGS). An iCGS is a structure S = ⟨Ag,Q,Q0 ,Act,e,δ ,∼,V ⟩ such that
• Ag is a finite set of agents;

• Q is a finite set of states;

• Q0 ⊆ Q is the set of initial states;

• Act is a finite set of actions; a joint action is a tuple a ∈ Act Ag of actions, one for each agent of Ag;
• e ∶ Ag → (Q → (2Act /∅)) defines, for each agent ag and state q, the non-empty set of actions ag can
choose in q, that is, the actions enabled in q; we write eag for the function e(ag) giving the set of
actions ag can choose in any state;

• δ ∶ Q × Act Ag ↛ Q is a partial deterministic transition function defined for each state q ∈ Q and each
a
joint action enabled in q; we write q Ð
→ q′ for δ (q,a) = q′ ;
• ∼∶ Ag → 2Q×Q defines a set of equivalence classes representing the observability of agents; we write
∼ag for ∼(ag) and we assume that each agent can choose his actions based on his own knowledge
of the system, that is, ∀q,q′ ∈ Q,q ∼ag q′ Ô⇒ eag (q) = eag (q′ ) for any agent ag ∈ Ag;

• V ∶ Q → 2AP is a function labeling states with atomic propositions from a given set AP.
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Given a set of agents Γ ⊆ Ag, we write [Q′ ]Γ = {q′ ∈ Q ∣ ∃q ∈ Q′ ,∃ag ∈ Γ, s.t. q ∼ag q′ } for the set of
states indistinguishable by some agent ag ∈ Γ from a state of Q′ .
A joint action a ∈ Act Ag completes an action aΓ ∈ Act Γ for a set of agents Γ, written aΓ ⊑ a, if the
action for each agent of Γ in a corresponds to the action of the same agent in aΓ . Given a joint action
a ∈ Act Ag and a set of agents Γ ⊆ Ag, we write a(Γ) for the tuple of actions of agents of Γ in a; when
Ag
Γ = {ag} is a singleton, we write a(ag) instead of a({ag}). The function E ∶ 2Ag → (Q → 2Act ) is
defined as E(Γ)(q) = ∏ag∈Γ eag (q) and returns the set of actions for Γ enabled in q; we write EΓ for E(Γ).
Finally, we call a Γ-move (or a move if Γ is clear from the context) an element ⟨q,aΓ ⟩ ∈ Q × Act Γ such
that aΓ ∈ EΓ (q), that is, a pair composed of a state and an action for Γ enabled in the state. We say that
two Γ-moves ⟨q,aΓ ⟩ and ⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ are Γ-conflicting if ∃ag ∈ Γ s.t. q ∼ag q′ and aΓ (ag) ≠ a′Γ (ag). In other
words, ⟨q,aΓ ⟩ and ⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ are Γ-conflicting if the states are indistinguishable for some agent ag ∈ Γ and
the proposed actions for ag are different. Furthermore, we say that a set of Γ-moves MΓ is Γ-conflicting if
there exist two Γ-conflicting moves in MΓ .
a1
a2
A path in an iCGS S is a sequence π = q0 Ð→ q1 Ð→ ... such that δ (qd ,ad+1 ) = qd+1 for all d ≥ 0. We
write π(d) for qd , and ∣π∣ for the number of states of π. If π is infinite, ∣π∣ = ω. A memoryless strategy for
agent ag is a function fag ∶ Q → Act such that ∀q ∈ Q, fag (q) ∈ eag (q). A (memoryless) uniform strategy
for agent ag is a strategy fag s.t. ∀q,q′ ∈ Q,q ∼ag q′ Ô⇒ fag (q) = fag (q′ ). We call outcomes of a strategy
the infinite paths of the structure that are coherent with the strategy. More precisely, the outcomes of a
strategy fag for agent ag from a state q are defined as
out( fag ,q) = {π = q0 Ð→ q1 Ð→ ... ∣ q0 = q ∧ ∀d ∈ N, fag (qd ) ⊑ ad+1 }.
a1

a2

(1)

A (uniform) strategy for a group of agents Γ ⊆ Ag is a tuple of (uniform) strategies, one for each agent of
Γ. The outcomes of a strategy fΓ for a group of agents Γ from a state q are defined as
out( fΓ ,q) = ⋂ out( fag ,q).
fag ∈ fΓ

(2)

These outcomes are the paths that are coherent with every strategy of the set fΓ . Finally, the outcomes
function out is lifted for any subset of Γ-moves MΓ as follows:
out(MΓ ,q) = {π = q0 Ð→ q1 Ð→ ... ∣ q0 = q ∧ ∀d,0 ≤ d < ∣π∣ − 1,∃⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ ∈ MΓ s.t. q′ = qd ∧ a′Γ ⊑ ad+1 },
(3)
a1

a2

that is, out(MΓ ,q) is the set of (finite or infinite) paths that follow some actions for Γ proposed by MΓ .
In the sequel, we mainly speak about uniform strategies and call them strategies. When speaking
about strategies that are not necessarily uniform, we speak about general strategies. A strategy fΓ can be
represented as the set of Γ-moves {⟨q,aΓ ⟩ ∈ Q × Act Γ ∣ aΓ = fΓ (q)}, that is, the set of moves such that the
actions are the ones specified by the strategy. In the sequel, the notation fΓ is interchangeably used for
a set of Γ-moves and the strategy they represent. Furthermore, we say that a set of Γ-moves MΓ covers
a set of states Q′ ⊆ Q if ∀q ∈ Q′ ,∃⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ ∈ MΓ s.t. q′ = q. In other words MΓ covers Q′ if MΓ proposes
an action for all states of Q′ . We write MΓ ∣Q for the set of states MΓ covers. We also interchangeably
write EΓ for the original function taking a state q and returning the set of actions Γ can play in q, and
for the set of Γ-moves it represents, that is, the set {⟨q,aΓ ⟩ ∈ Q × Act Γ ∣ aΓ ∈ EΓ (q)}. Finally, the function
MovesΓ (Q′ ) = {⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ ∈ EΓ ∣ q′ ∈ Q′ } returns the set of Γ-moves enabled in states of Q′ .
The semantics of AT Lir is defined over states of an iCGS S by the relation S,q ⊧ φ . S is omitted when
clear from the context. This relation meets the standard semantics for Boolean operators. For strategic
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operators, the q ⊧ φ relation is defined as

q ⊧ ⟪Γ⟫ ψ ⇔ ∃ a uniform strategy fΓ for Γ s.t. ∀ag ∈ Γ,∀q′ ∼ag q,∀ paths π ∈ out( fΓ ,q′ ),π ⊧ ψ.

The relation π ⊧ ψ over paths π of the structure S is defined in the standard way as
π ⊧Xφ

π ⊧ φ1 U φ2

π ⊧ φ1 W φ2

⇔ π(1) ⊧ φ ,

⇔ ∃d ≥ 0 s.t. π(d) ⊧ φ2 and ∀e < d,π(e) ⊧ φ1 ,

⇔ ∃d ≥ 0 s.t. π(d) ⊧ φ2 and ∀e < d,π(e) ⊧ φ1 , or ∀d ≥ 0,π(d) ⊧ φ1 .

We write S ⊧ φ if all initial states of S satisfy φ , that is, if ∀q ∈ Q0 ,S,q ⊧ φ . Intuitively, this semantics says
that q satisfies ⟪Γ⟫ ψ if agents in Γ have a collective strategy such that, whatever the actions of the other
agents are, the objective ψ is satisfied by all the resulting paths from all indistinguishable states.

3

The Backward Approach

The main idea of the backward approach is to generate the winning strategies through a backward
exploration of the system. For instance, let us consider the card game. Because the player does not see the
card on the table nor the card of the dealer before making a decision, he has no uniform strategy to win
the game. To check whether there exists a strategy to win the game—that is, whether ⟪player⟫F win is
satisfied—, we can start by looking at the states in which the player already wins the game, and look at
the non-conflicting moves that can reach these states. By iterating this procedure, we can explore the parts
of the uniform strategies that surely reach the winning states.
Figure 1 shows the graph of the card game with the winning parts of a uniform strategy in bold.
This strategy chooses to swap the card when the player has Q and to keep it otherwise. This set of
non-conflicting moves cannot be extended with non-conflicting moves that would surely reach the set.
Thus no uniform strategy that makes these choices is winning for the initial state, because the initial state
has no move in the set. There exist other subsets of moves that make the player reach the state in which he
wins, but they are not winning in the initial state either, so the player has no uniform strategy to win.
−,−

player
K,Q

win K,Q

A,Q

player

A,Q lose

A,K

win A,K

Q,K

player

Q,K lose

Q,A

win Q,A

K,A

K,A lose

Figure 1: The graph of the card game. States are labelled with C1 ,C2 when the player has card C1 and the
dealer has C2 . Arrows are temporal transitions, actions of the two players are easily inferred. The wavy
edges link states that are indistinguishable by the player. In bold, the winning part of a uniform strategy
that chooses to swap the card when the player has the Q and to keep it otherwise.
The backward approach uses this idea of generating the winning parts of the uniform strategies from
the target states. Nevertheless, it cannot handle greatest fixpoint-based objectives because, in this case,
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we cannot build the winning strategies from the ground up. The approach thus cannot handle ⟪Γ⟫W and
⟪Γ⟫G objectives. More precisely, it can handle all AT Lir formulas generated through the grammar
φ ∶∶= true ∣ p ∣ ¬φ ∣ φ ∨ φ ∣ ⟪Γ⟫ ψ

ψ ∶∶= X φ ∣ φ U φ

In particular, it can handle the JΓKG and JΓKW strategic operators (through negation), but not the ⟪Γ⟫G,
⟪Γ⟫W, JΓKU, and JΓKF ones.
The approach (see Algorithm 4) uses the f ilter⟪Γ⟫U algorithm, and the PreM , CompatibleM , SplitMax,
SplitNonEmpty, and Post functions. The f ilter⟪Γ⟫U algorithm is based on the Pre⟪Γ⟫ function defined as
Pre⟪Γ⟫ (Q′ ) = {q ∈ Q ∣ ∃⟨q,aΓ ⟩ ∈ EΓ s.t. ∀a ∈ EAg (q),aΓ ⊑ a Ô⇒ δ (q,a) ∈ Q′ }.

(4)

Intuitively, Pre⟪Γ⟫ (Q′ ) returns the states q ∈ Q such that there exists an action for Γ in q that surely leads
to a state of Q′ in one step. Then f ilter⟪Γ⟫U is defined as
f ilter⟪Γ⟫U (Q1 ,Q2 ) = µZ.Q2 ∪ (Q1 ∩ Pre⟪Γ⟫ (Z)).

(5)

It takes a set of agents Γ ⊆ Ag and two sets of states Q1 ,Q2 ⊆ Q, and returns the states q such that there is a
general strategy that forces to reach Q2 through Q1 from q. PreM
⟪Γ⟫ is a variant of Pre⟪Γ⟫ defined as
′
′
PreM
⟪Γ⟫ (MΓ ) = {⟨q,aΓ ⟩ ∈ EΓ ∣ ∀a ∈ EAg (q),aΓ ⊑ a Ô⇒ δ (q,a) ∈ MΓ ∣Q }.

(6)

It takes a set of Γ-moves MΓ′ and returns the set of Γ-moves reaching only states of moves of MΓ′ . The
CompatibleM function is defined as
CompatibleM (MΓ′ ,MΓ ) = {⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ ∈ MΓ′ ∣ ∃/ ⟨q,aΓ ⟩ ∈ MΓ ,ag ∈ Γ s.t. q ∼ag q′ ∧ aΓ (ag) ≠ a′Γ (ag)}.

(7)

It takes two subsets of Γ-moves and returns the moves of MΓ′ that are compatible with moves of MΓ .
The SplitMax function takes a set of agents Γ ⊆ Ag and a set of Γ-moves MΓ and returns all the largest
subsets of non-Γ-conflicting moves of MΓ [10]. The SplitNonEmpty function takes the same arguments
and returns the set of non-empty subsets of non-Γ-conflicting equivalence classes of moves of MΓ . Each
such subset MΓ′ represents (a part of) a uniform strategy. Indeed, MΓ′ proposes joint actions for Γ such
that, for any agent ag ∈ Γ, for two states indistinguishable by ag, MΓ′ gives the same action for ag.
Both functions are based on the SplitAll algorithm (see Algorithm 2), that is based on the SplitAgent
algorithm (see Algorithm 1). The latter takes a set of moves MΓ for Γ, an agent ag ∈ Γ and a boolean max,
and returns the set of subsets of non-ag-conflicting equivalence classes of moves of MΓ , restricting this set
to the largest subsets if max is true. It goes through all equivalence classes of MΓ for ag and split them
into non-ag-conflicting subsets. The SplitAll algorithm computes the set of subsets of non-Γ-conflicting
equivalence classes of moves of MΓ . It uses the SplitAgent algorithm to split MΓ for each agent of Γ.
The SplitNonEmpty function is then defined as
SplitNonEmpty(Γ,MΓ ) = {MΓ′ ∈ SplitAll(Γ,MΓ , f alse) ∣ MΓ′ ⊃ ∅},

(8)

and the SplitMax one as

SplitMax(Γ,MΓ ) = SplitAll(Γ,MΓ ,true).

(9)

S. Busard and C. Pecheur
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Algorithm 1: SplitAgent(ag,Γ,MΓ ,max)
Data: ag ∈ Γ an agent of Γ, Γ ⊆ Ag a group of agents, MΓ ⊆ EΓ a set of Γ-moves, max a boolean.
Result: The set of subsets of non-ag-conflicting equivalence classes of moves of MΓ . If max is true,
then only the largest ones are returned.
⟨q,aΓ ⟩ = pick one element in MΓ
equivalent = {⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ ∈ MΓ ∣ q′ ∼ag q}
actions = {aag ∈ Act ∣ ∃⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ ∈ equivalent s.t. a′Γ (ag) = aag }
ncsubsets = SplitAgent(ag,Γ,MΓ /equivalent)
subsets = {}
for aag ∈ actions do
equivsubset = {⟨q′ ,a′Γ ⟩ ∈ equivalent ∣ a′Γ (ag) = aag }
subsets = subsets ∪ {equivsubset ∪ ncsubset ∣ ncsubset ∈ ncsubsets}
if ¬max then subsets = subsets ∪ ncsubsets
return subsets

Algorithm 2: SplitAll(Γ,MΓ ,max)
Data: Γ ⊆ Ag a group of agents, MΓ ⊆ EΓ a set of moves, max a boolean.
Result: The set of subsets of non-Γ-conflicting equivalence classes of moves of MΓ . If max is true,
then only the largest ones are returned.
subsets = {MΓ }
for ag ∈ Γ do
subsets′ = {}
for subset ∈ subsets do subsets′ = subsets′ ∪ SplitAgent(ag,Γ,subset,max)
subsets = subsets′
return subsets

The Post function takes a set of states Q′ ⊆ Q and returns the successor states of states of Q′ . Formally,
Post(Q′ ) = {q ∈ Q ∣ ∃q′ ∈ Q′ ,∃a′ ∈ EAg (q′ ) s.t. δ (q′ ,a′ ) = q}.

(10)

Finally, Algorithm 4 uses the eval⟪Γ⟫U algorithm (see Algorithm 3) to compute the states for which
there exists a strategy to win a ⟪Γ⟫U objective.
Let Q1 ,Q2 ⊆ Q be two subsets of states. We say that a non-Γ-conflicting subset of Γ-moves MΓ
enforces to reach Q2 through Q1 if Q2 ⊆ MΓ ∣Q , and for all states q ∈ MΓ ∣Q , for all paths π ∈ out(MΓ ,q), π
is finite and π(∣π∣) ∈ Q2 ∧ ∀d,0 ≤ d < ∣π∣,π(d) ∈ Q1 /Q2 , or π is infinite and there is a finite prefix of π
that satisfies the conditions above. In other words, MΓ enforces to reach Q2 through Q1 if all the paths
enforced by MΓ reach a state of Q2 through states of Q1 /Q2 .
Given two formulas φ1 and φ2 , there exists a strategy fΓ such that all outcomes from some state q
satisfy φ1 U φ2 iff there exists a subset of moves MΓ′ containing a move for q that enforces to reach states
satisfying φ2 through states satisfying φ1 . The eval⟪Γ⟫U algorithm uses this property to compute the states
for which there exists a winning strategy for a ⟪Γ⟫U objective.
More precisely, it takes as arguments a subset Q′ ⊆ Q such that Q′ = [Q′ ]Γ , MΓ ⊆ EΓ a non-conflicting
set of moves, and two subsets of states Q1 ,Q2 ⊆ Q such that MΓ enforces to reach Q2 through Q1 . From
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these arguments, it computes the set of states q ∈ Q′ such that there exists a uniform strategy fΓ′ that shares
the same choices as MΓ and such that all outcomes of fΓ′ from all states indistinguishable from q reach a
state of Q2 through states of Q1 .
To compute this set of states, eval⟪Γ⟫U first computes some states for which there surely cannot exist a
winning general strategy (in lose) and for which there exists a winning uniform strategy (in win). If lose
and win cover all states of interest Q′ , then the job is done. Otherwise, it computes the moves compatible
from states of Q1 that can surely reach MΓ and are compatible with it, and recursively calls itself with
MΓ extended with the non-empty non-conflicting subsets of compatible, accumulating the results in win.
It uses an additional exclude parameter to exclude from the following steps the moves of new moves it
ignored. This feature is not necessary, but makes the algorithm more efficient as it has not to consider the
excluded moves again and again.
Algorithm 3: eval⟪Γ⟫U (Q′ ,MΓ ,Q1 ,Q2 ,exclude)

Data: Q′ ⊆ Q a subset of states such that Q′ = [Q′ ]Γ , MΓ ⊆ EΓ a non-Γ-conflicting set of Γ-moves,
Q1 ,Q2 ⊆ Q two subsets of states such that MΓ enforces to reach Q2 through Q1 , exclude ⊆ EΓ
a subset of moves such that exclude ∩ MΓ = ∅.
Result: The states q ∈ Q′ such that there exists a uniform strategy fΓ′ ⊇ MΓ such that
fΓ′ ∩ exclude = ∅ and all outcomes of fΓ′ from all states indistinguishable from q reach a
state of Q2 through states of Q1 .

notlose = f ilter⟪Γ⟫U (Q1 ,MΓ ∣Q )
lose = {q ∈ Q′ ∣ ∃ag ∈ Γ s.t. ∃q′ ∈ Q s.t. q′ ∼ag q ∧ q′ ∈/ notlose}
win = {q ∈ Q′ ∣ ∀ag ∈ Γ,∀q′ ∈ Q,q′ ∼ag q Ô⇒ q′ ∈ MΓ ∣Q }
if Q′ /(lose ∪ win) = ∅ then return win
else
Q′ = Q′ /(lose ∪ win)
new moves = (PreM
⟪Γ⟫ (MΓ ) ∩ MovesΓ (Q1 ))/MΓ
new moves = new moves/exclude
compatible = CompatibleM (new moves,MΓ )
if compatible = ∅ then return win
else
for MΓ′ ∈ SplitNonEmpty(Γ,compatible) do
win = win ∪ eval⟪Γ⟫U (Q′ ,MΓ ∪ MΓ′ ,Q1 ,Q2 ,exclude ∪ (new moves/MΓ′ )))
Q′ = Q′ /win
if Q′ = ∅ then return win
return win

The eval algorithm (see Algorithm 4) can handle ⟪Γ⟫X and ⟪Γ⟫U formulas. For ⟪Γ⟫X, it recursively
computes the states of S satisfying the sub-formula φ ′ and then computes the states for which there exists
a move for all indistinguishable states. More precisely, it splits the set of moves that Γ can use to enforce
to reach the states satisfying φ ′ into non-conflicting greatest subsets. There exists a strategy that wins
the objective in q iff there exists an action that enforces to reach states of Q′′′ in one step in all states
indistinguishable from q, and that is exactly what is computed by the algorithm and accumulated in sat.
For ⟪Γ⟫U, it recursively computes the states of S satisfying the sub-formulas φ1 and φ2 . Then is uses
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the eval⟪Γ⟫U algorithm with the greatest non-conflicting subsets of the moves of the states satisfying φ2
to accumulate in sat the states q ∈ Q′′ such that there exists a strategy to win the objective in all states
indistinguishable from q. The actions chosen by these moves for the states satisfying φ2 are not significant
for the winning strategies as the states already satisfy φ2 , but are necessary for the eval⟪Γ⟫U algorithm to
work properly.
Algorithm 4: eval(S,Q′ ,φ )
Data: S an iCGS, Q′ ⊆ Q a subset of states, φ an AT Lir formula.
Result: The states of Q′ satisfying φ .

case φ ∈ {⟪Γ⟫X φ ′ ,⟪Γ⟫[φ1 U φ2 ]} do
Q′′ = [Q′ ]Γ ; sat = ∅
case φ = ⟪Γ⟫X φ ′ do
Q′′′ = eval(S,Post([Q′′ ]EΓ ),φ ′ )
′′′
for MΓ ∈ SplitMax(Γ,PreM
⟪Γ⟫ (MovesΓ (Q ))) do
sat = sat ∪ {q ∈ Q′′ ∣ ∀ag ∈ Γ,∀q′ ∈ Q,q′ ∼ag q Ô⇒ q′ ∈ MΓ ∣Q }
Q′′ = Q′′ /sat
if Q′′ = ∅ then return sat ∩ Q′
return sat ∩ Q′
case φ = ⟪Γ⟫[φ1 U φ2 ] do
Q1 = eval(S,Q,φ1 ); Q2 = eval(S,Q,φ2 )
sat = {q ∈ Q′′ ∣ ∀ag ∈ Γ,∀q′ ∈ Q,q′ ∼ag q Ô⇒ q′ ∈ Q2 }
if sat = Q′′ then return sat ∩ Q′
Q′′ = Q′′ /sat
for MΓ ∈ SplitMax(Γ,MovesΓ (Q2 )) do
sat = sat ∪ eval⟪Γ⟫U (Q′′ ,MΓ ,Q1 ,Q2 ,∅)
Q′′ = Q′′ /sat
if Q′′ = ∅ then return sat ∩ Q′
return sat ∩ Q′

// ⟪Γ⟫[φ1 W φ2 ] is not supported
// Boolean cases are handled in the standard way

While existing approaches such as the partial, early and symbolic ones can reduce the number of
strategies by pre-filtering losing moves, the backward approach does not benefit from this idea. The
approach already explores winning choices only, ignoring the losing ones.

4

Experimental Comparison

This section experimentally compares the existing approaches for model checking uniform strategies
to the backward one. It first describes the model and formulas the experiments are based on, and then
presents the experimental results themselves. All the approaches, including the backward one, have been
implemented with BDDs thanks to PyNuSMV [8], a Python framework based on the state-of-the-art
model checker NuSMV [13]. These implementations are shipped with PyNuSMV. Explanations on how
to reproduce the experiments can be found at http://lvl.info.ucl.ac.be/GandALF2017.
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Model and Properties

The model used for the experiments is the model of the three castles already used by Pilecki et al. for their
own experiments in [21]. It is composed of three castles with their corresponding health points ranging
from 0 to 3, 0 health points meaning that the castle is defeated. Each castle is defended by a set of workers.
At each turn, a worker can attack another castle, defend his own castle or do nothing, but a worker cannot
defend her castle twice in a row. The number of damage points a castle receives is the number of attackers
against this castle minus the number of defenders of this castle, if this number is greater than 0. The health
points of the castles are not reset at each turn, thus the game is played in several turns. Finally, the workers
only observe whether they can defend their castle or not, and, for each castle, whether it is defeated or not.
They also distinguish the initial state from the others to be able to reason about the strategies they have in
this initial state. The model is parametrized with the number of workers of each castle.
The depth of the model—that is, the number of steps needed to reach all the reachable states from the
initial one—does not change with the number of workers since it depends only on the health points of the
castles. An exception is when there is one worker in each castle. In this case, the depth is a bit higher
because there are too few workers to ensure to quickly reach a final state. The partial, early and backward
approaches really depend on this depth since it dictates how far the adequate partial strategies are.
We are interested in two formulas. The first one is φ1 = ⟪Castle1 ,Castle2 ⟫F Castle3 defeated, where
Castlei groups the workers of the ith castle and Castle3 defeated is true in all states in which the third
castle has 0 health points. This formula is true in all tested models, but is not true in general. If the third
castle has enough workers, they are able to defend the castle and prevent the other workers to damage it.
More precisely, if the third castle has more workers than the addition of the two others, the formula is
false, even if the workers have perfect information. The tested models always have enough workers in the
first two castles to make the formula satisfied.
The second formula is φ2 = ⟪Worker1 ,Worker2 ⟫F all defeated, where Worker1 (resp. Worker2 ) is a
worker of the first castle (resp. second castle), and all defeated is true in the states where all castles have
0 health points. This formula is false in all tested models because, even if they can defeat the third castle,
the workers have not enough information to ensure that the other two castles will be defeated at the same
time. Indeed, they do not observe the remaining health points of the castles, and cannot attack their own
castle (at any time) or the remaining one when their own is defeated.

4.2

Experimental Results

The two formulas have been checked using the approaches on models of increasing size. This section
presents and compares the results. All the experiments have been performed on a MacBook Pro with
a 2.6GHz processor and 16GB RAM, under a time limit of 1800 seconds. This limit is indicated by a
horizontal line in the graphs, and data points reaching it are depicted above the line. Each data point is
the average of 20 runs; the observed variability was very low for all measurements. These experiments
usually consumed less than 1GB of memory, but some consumed up to several GBs. They nevertheless
never consumed all the available memory. For each approach, observations are given, then the differences
of performances are explained based on these observations. In the sequel, variants of the approaches with
pre-filtering are named by adding /filt (e.g., the early approach with pre-filtering is named Early/filt).
The Python implementation used for these experiments is a prototype showing the applicability of
the approaches. It would not compete with dedicated tools performing the same kind of tasks. These
experiments are not meant to show the absolute performances of the implementation but the relative gain
of the different approaches.
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4.2.1

φ1 = ⟪Castle1 ,Castle2 ⟫F Castle3 defeated

Verification time (sec)

Figure 2 shows the evolution of verification time of the seven approaches for checking the formula φ1 on
the model of the castles. The size of the model (Number of workers) is given as a triplet 1 2 3, meaning
that the first castle is defended by one worker, the second one by two, and the third one by three workers.
Partial
Partial/filt
Early
Early/filt
Symbolic
Symbolic/filt
Backward

103
102
101
100
111 112 122 222 232 233 333 343 344 444
Number of workers

Figure 2: Evolution of the verification time for the formula ⟪Castle1 ,Castle2 ⟫F Castle3 defeated.

Depending on the size of the model, pre-filtering removes from 18% (1 1 1 case) to 77% (1 1 2 case)
of the moves. In the first case, the first two castles have more power than the third one and can easily win
if they have perfect information. In the second case, the power of the first two castles is similar to the
power of the third castle, and thus cannot easily win even with perfect information. For the other sizes,
the gain is between these two bounds.
The Partial approach succeeds in finding a winning strategy within 30 minutes for the 1 1 1 case.
Nevertheless, for the 1 1 2 case, it cannot find a winning one. In this case, there is the same number of
strategies, but it is more costly to check each strategy as the model is bigger. On the other hand, the
Partial/filt approach benefits from pre-filtering and finds a winning strategy more quickly than the Partial
one. Nevertheless, it fails at finding a winning one in the 1 2 2 case.
The Early approach needs to reach up to half the depth of the model to determine the strategies to be
losing. This allows the approach to find a winning strategy easily. The number of strategies increases with
the number of workers to consider, as well as the time needed to check larger models. On the 2 3 2 case,
it finds a winning strategy more quickly because it makes the right choices earlier.
In the 2 2 2 case, the Early/filt approach very quickly finds a winning strategy. It really benefits from
pre-filtering and finds a good strategy after a few steps. In the 2 3 2 case, it needs to consider many more
strategies before finding a good one.
The symbolic approaches have to encode and check all strategies at the same time. As the number of
workers increases, there are more and more strategies for the group.
The Backward approach starts from the states in which Castle 3 is defeated and explores the moves
that surely reach them. It needs to extend the strategies with moves that are as far as half the depth of
the model to determine whether a strategy is losing or not in the initial state. This is especially true in
the smaller models in which the workers of the first two castles have power comparable to those of the
third castle. For larger models, the first two castles workers have more power than those of the third
castle, and the approach needs only one or two steps, and no backtracking, to find a winning strategy. The
increase of time is simply due to the fact that the model becomes larger and larger, and evaluating a single
strategy—with the f ilter⟪Γ⟫U algorithm—takes more and more time.
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Comparison The number of adequate partial strategies is large, and the partial approaches quickly fail
to find a winning one. The symbolic approaches are better. Nevertheless, pre-filtering does not benefit to
the Symbolic/filt approach because all equivalence classes are still present and all actions are still possible
in each of them, thus both approaches do the same work.
The early approaches are even better in the present scenario because they can quickly determine that
a partial strategy and all its extensions cannot be winning. The Early/filt approach really benefits from
pre-filtering and drastically reduces the number of strategies it checks for the larger models. The two
approaches show some irregularities in performances because they sometimes make the right choices of
actions, and sometimes not.
The backward approach is the best in this scenario because it concentrates on the strategies that can
effectively reach the target states. It does not need to backtrack a lot before finding a winning strategy in
the initial state.
4.2.2

φ2 = ⟪Worker1 ,Worker2 ⟫F all defeated

Verification time (sec)

Figure 3 shows the evolution of verification time of the seven approaches for checking the formula φ2 .
This formula is false for all checked sizes.
Partial
Partial/filt
Early
Early/filt
Symbolic
Symbolic/filt
Backward

103
102
101
100
111 112 122 222 232 233 333 343 344 444
Number of workers

Figure 3: Evolution of the verification time for the formula ⟪Worker1 ,Worker2 ⟫F all defeated.

A major difference between the 1 1 1 case and the others is that, in the former case, the two workers
have a strategy to achieve their goal when they have perfect information, while it is not the case for
the greater sizes. Thus, pre-filtering, in the cases of larger models, allows the Partial/filt and Early/filt
approaches to directly determine that the formula is false, without checking any strategy.
The Partial approach reaches the timeout even for the smallest model size, failing at checking all
≈ 6.9 × 109 adequate partial strategies. On the other hand, pre-filtering drastically reduces the number of
moves to consider for the 1 1 1 case, and thus the number of strategies the Partial/filt approach needs to
check before stating that the formula is false.
For the 1 1 1 case, the Early approach also needs to reach about half way from the initial state to
determine strategies to be losing, as for the previous formula. It so checks all strategies more easily. For
the other cases, the approach only needs to check the 16 initial actions of the two workers to conclude that
there can be no winning strategy. For the 1 1 2 case and beyond, the Early/filt approach does not check
any strategy since pre-filtering directly determines that there can be no winning strategy.
The Symbolic approach behaves in the same way for all model sizes. The only differences come from
building a model of increasing size. On the other hand, the Symbolic/filt approach gains from pre-filtering.
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It drastically reduces the number of strategies to encode for the first two cases. For the last ones, there
remains only one strategy to encode and check.
On the 1 1 1 case, the Backward approach only needs to reach about half way—that is, to fix actions
in states up to half of the depth of the model from the target states—to determine that there is no winning
extension of the strategy that reaches the all defeated states from the initial state. For the other cases, it
directly determines that there is no extension of the strategy that is winning in the initial state, thanks to
its evaluation of the losing states. It does not need to extend the first considered strategy.
Comparison The Partial approach does not handle the smallest model because it has to check the huge
number of strategies to determine that there are no winning ones. On the other hand, the Partial/filt and
Early/filt approaches only need pre-filtering to conclude. The Early approach can also quickly determine
that the formula is false because it just needs to check all possible actions in the initial state. The symbolic
approaches also perform well because the BDDs they compute remain very small.
The Backward approach is also quick because there is only one possible strategy for the two workers
in states satisfying all defeated—doing nothing—,and there is no general strategy reaching these states
from the initial one. The approach can thus directly conclude that the formula is false.
In conclusion, almost all approaches are comparable for the 1 2 2 case and after because it is easy to
show that the formula is false, except for the Partial approach that must check all possible strategies to
reach this conclusion, and the Early one that has to check 16 initial choices before concluding.

5

Conclusion

This paper described the backward approach to solve the model-checking problem for AT Lir , a logic
reasoning about uniform memoryless strategies. The idea of the algorithm is to build the parts of winning
uniform strategies from the target states. Unfortunately, the concept of building winning strategies from
the ground up cannot be applied to greatest fixpoint computations, and the approach cannot be applied to
⟪Γ⟫W operators. The approach has been implemented in a BDD-based framework with PyNuSMV, and
has been experimentally compared to existing solutions. These experiments showed that the backward
approach is competitive on the cases it can handle.
Pilecki et al. proposed a variant of their technique that only explores partial strategies defined along
one single path of the system [21]. They showed that it is really efficient, but it is an incomplete technique
as it could miss some winning strategies. For this reason, the experiments did not take this variant into
account.
The limitation to ⟪Γ⟫X and ⟪Γ⟫U operators can be overcome by mixing the approaches. They all
compute the states satisfying strategic formulas. To evaluate the formula ⟪player⟫G ⟪player⟫F win on
the game repeated infinitely, we could compute the states satisfying ⟪player⟫F win using the backward
approach and evaluate the top-level strategic formula with another approach such as the partial one.
Other solutions have been proposed to solve problems similar to the model-checking problem of
AT Lir . Calta et al. proposed an algorithm to solve the problem of model checking AT Lu formulas, a logic
corresponding to AT Lir interpreted over sets of states of iCGS [12]. Nevertheless, their solution is not
easily adapted to a BDD-based framework, so it is difficult to compare it with the backward approach.
Another solution has been proposed by Lomuscio and Raimondi [19]. It works by enumerating all
variants of the iCGS in which the agents act uniformly. Then the formula is satisfied if it is satisfied
by one of these variants. The problem they solve is a bit different from AT Lir as, for the formula
⟪player⟫F win ∧ ⟪player⟫F lose to be true, the same uniform strategy must be winning for both formulas,
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while AT Lir allows different strategies to witness the satisfaction. Also, their idea is very similar to the
first solution of Busard et al. [9, 11], shown to be highly ineffective compared to the partial approach [10].
Raskin et al. proposed an algorithm to check the existence of observation-based strategies for twoplayer turn-based games on graphs with ω-regular objectives [23]. They are interested in the existence
of winning observation-based strategies, that is, strategies with imperfect information and perfect recall.
Their algorithm is based on antichains of state sets, that is, it works on the lattice of downward-closed
subsets of states. Another algorithm was recently proposed by Bozianu et al. [6]. It deals with the
synthesis of a strategy with imperfect information and perfect recall for a single agent. As above, their
algorithm works with antichains. But these solutions and the backward approach do not deal with the
same logics: AT Lir is restricted to memoryless uniform strategies but can reason about several concurrent
agents at the same time. On the other hand, the solutions above work with memory-full uniform strategies,
but are limited to two-player turn-based games.
The verification of memoryless uniform strategies for reachability objectives is similar to strong
planning under partial observability [5]. Strong planning under partial observability consists in finding a
plan—a sequence of actions to take, that may be conditioned by some observations on the system—that
will surely reach a goal state. An additional constraint on these plans is that they will not reach the same
belief state twice—that is, they will not reach the same equivalence class twice.
The two settings are nevertheless different, and the link between memoryless uniform strategies and
strong plans is not so clear. On one hand, we are interested in strategies for a set of agents that have
different views of the system, while strong plans assume a unique observability relation. Furthermore,
the restriction to memoryless strategies make them choose the same action for entire equivalence classes,
while strong plans could encode some kind of finite-memory strategies—a plan could tell choose action a
then action b, even if it ends up in the same belief state—but the additional constraint on the plans prevents
them to do so. On the other hand, memoryless uniform strategies could reach the same equivalence class
twice while still eventually reaching a target state.
Strong planning under partial observability has been extended to strong cyclic planning, where the
plans are defined as finite-state machines [4]. These plans are successful if they reach a goal state, or if
they loop again and again but still can reach a goal state after each loop. This setting is even further from
uniform strategies than strong plans as they are not required to surely reach a goal state anymore.
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